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ABSTRACT
This dissertation is written upon completion of the two semesters of Final
Year Project in Information Technology J^ogram. This project entitled 'Equipment
Tracking Systemfor Electrical & Instrument Department at MCOT' is done to cater
the ease for E&I (Electrical & Instrument) Department to have a proper databaseand
inventory listing in tracking the equipment movement at MCOT (Miri Crude Oil
Terminal) as well as tracking the work order resulted from the SAP system.
Currently, MCOT are having problems with managing huge data of work orders
(WO) and inventory tracking activity. The SAP system is used to raise and plan the
WO and also to outlinethe necessarysteps requiredto raise and plan the WO, prior to
work order approval. The SAP stated all the output of the work orders that had been
created and the expected finishing date of service or repair completion, but after
planning the workorder, it is then the responsibility for the maintenance supervisor to
keeptrackof the procurement and the inventory tracking in the department. Thus, the
maintenance supervisor finds it difficult to keep track on the finishing date and as
well as to have a follow up on the planned WO. These problems need to be solved as
each instrument is very critical to MCOT operation. The objective of the project is to
provide user with a system that can assist them in tracking the equipment smoothly,
to create tracking history and records of the equipment, to avoid any hindrance
pertaining to the equipment in order to fasten the processing time of work and to
ensure that MCOT will be running with zero shutdowns because each components
and instruments in operation is vital prior to receiving crude oil. An evolutionary
development approach is chosen in making the project a success as the specification
in evolutionary approach can be developed incrementally. After applying the
methodology the requirements of the client, this project can be best described as
successful and had made the clients and the personnel in the MCOT to be satisfied
when performing their job. This is strengthening when a survey conducted shows that
91% of the workers find ETS has helped them well in managing their daily work
efficiently.
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1.1 BACKGROUND OF STUDY
The Miri Crude Oil Terminal (MCOT) is situated near Miri, Sarawak, at
approximate latitude of 40N, longitude of 1HOE and height of 1.Om above sea level.
The function of MCOT is to receive, dehydrate, store and export crude oil from the
Baram Delta fields, which consist of West Lutong, Tukau, Siwa, Betty, Baronia,
Bokor, Bakau and Baram fields' offshore Sarawak. MCOT is a hub with current
receiving+/- 140 K barrel of crude oil from offshore which is equivalent of RM
26million per day. (Estimating price per barrel = USD30.) At present, MCOT is still
running with zero shutdowns.
In MCOT, there exists a division called Electrical & Instrument (E&I)
Department, focusing on the maintenance and management on electrical and
instrument system of the whole MCOT. E&I Department can thus be labeled as the
heart of plant in MCOT. In May 2006, MCOT will be having MCOT Rejuvenation
Phase II, where the organization will include the addition of new processes with the
latest technology in increasing the productivity of the plant. Thus, with this
rejuvenation, the E&I team would need a proper system that could manage and track
all the equipment condition and status for each location and process in the plant. The
company will be expecting about 330 K barrel of crude oil after the Rejuvenation
Phase II.
Thus, this thesis is done to achieve the target for the Rejuvenation Phase II
by providing information regarding the status of equipment involved in E&I, at each
location in each process. From this project, the E&I team can track the movement of
equipment (in and out) in the plant efficiently. For an example, a vessel need to be
sent to workshop for service, thus from the system, they can state and track the date
the vessel needed to be sent to the workshop, which of the parts have been changed
during the service, as well as the cause regarding the service matter.
1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT
1.2.1 Problem Identification
The dilemma takes place at the Electrical & Instrument Department in
MCOT where the department doesn't have a proper documentation of document
listing and tracking inventory in order for the maintenance supervisor to execute the
task at the right time. Any material procurement activities must be accomplished by
approved Work Order (WO) before the procurement action can be carried out. For
example, in order to sent an equipment to workshop for repair or to buy a newer one,
the current system need a WO to be produced by Material Maintenance
Management (MMM) in the SAP system.
The SAP system is used to raise and plan work order (WO) and also to
outline the necessary steps required to raise and plan the WO, prior to work order
approval. The SAP stated all the output of the work orders that had been created and
the expected finishing date of service or repair completion, but there is no alarm or
reminder for keeping it updated and noticeable by the people responsible to do it.
After planning the work order, it is then the responsibility for the maintenance
supervisor to keep track of the procurement and the inventory tracking in the
department. For example, in Figure 1.2,1, there are many of work orders that had
been generated, but at the same time, the maintenance supervisor finds it difficult to
keep track on the finishing date and as well as to have a follow up on the planned
WO.
The E&I Department had come across a solution to put an effort in
organizing all the information of equipment listing and also the work order progress
by documenting it in files. However, problems still remain because documentation is
not the effective way to store and keep track of all the important and crucial data.
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Figure 1.2.1; An Example of Work Orders(WO)createdfrom SAP Program
1.2.2 Significance of the Project
These problem need to be solved due to the fact that each instrument is very
critical to MCOT operation. With this proposed systemthat tracks the movement of
the equipment flow, it is hoped that the supervisor in charged could perform
equipment maintenance systematically so as to fasten the delivery & processing time
of work. Furthermore the proposed system can help MCOT to achieve the target in
expecting more barrels of crude oil during and after the Rejuvenation Phase II.
1.3 OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF STUDY
The goal of this thesis is to deepen the understanding of the current problem
so as to come across a good solution in achieving the aim of having good
productivity for the success ofRejuvenation Phase II.
1.3.1 Objectives of Study
!~ To provide user with a system that can assist them in tracking the equipment
smoothly.
r To create tracking history and records of the equipment, this is under E&I
Department's supervision.
; To avoid any hindrance pertaining to the equipment in order to fasten the
processing time ofwork.
4 To ensure that MCOT will be running with zero shutdowns because each
components and instruments in operation is vital prior to receiving crude oil.
1.3.2 Scope of Study
' Study the current system in MCOT and its structure.
• Study any current system about plant maintenance and its structure.
' Concentrate on how to build a good yet user friendly system for the E&I
Department.
* Study on designing the system using Oracle Platform as the back end
structure.
•'*- Study on the compatibility and dependability of using Oracle Technology to
be running on web browser.
L Explore the ASP programming technology to be used in web development
. T.
CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORY
2.1 INTRODUCTION
The concepts of designing a system using an Oracle Technology and
embedding it into a web browser can be fully understood when literature review is
performed. In this literature review, the objective is to understand and to learn more
on the author's project scope. From here it will help the author to identify and gain
more relevant materials for the projects.
2.1.1 What is a system?
The definition of a system can be viewed from many perspectives.
According to Wikipedia Encyclopedia on the term of a system, "A system is an
assemblage of inter-related elements comprising a unified whole. From the Latin
and Greek, the term 'system' meant to combine, to set up, to place together1."
Webopedia Computer Dictionary stated that "A system is a group of interdependent
items that interact regularly to perform a task2." Thus, a system typically consists of
components (or elements) which are connected together in order to facilitate the
flow information, matter or energy. Then, according to Ian Sommerville in his book
of Software Engineering, "A system is a purposeful collection of interrelated
components that work together toachieve some objective3."
The essential attributes in producing a good software system are based on
four (4) product characteristics4. First would be maintainability, where software
should be written in such a way that it may evolve to meet the changing needs of
customers. Dependability of a software means that the software being developed
should not cause physical or economic damage in the event of system failure. On the
other hand, efficiency of software includes responsiveness, processing time, memory
utilization, etc. Last but not least, software must be usable, withoutundue effort, by
the type of user for whom it is designed. This means that it should have an
appropriate user interface and adequate documentation.
2.1.2 Oracle Platform
In developing the system software, the author plans to design the system
using Oracle 9i Developer Suite. Oracle9nOS supports the full development life
cycle of many applications—from modeling to coding, testing, and debugging—
with comprehensive team support capabilities for global development efforts. It also
offers powerful version control capabilities with dependency management and
impact analysis tomanage the continuing evolution ofthe applications5.
The database that the author plans to use would be by using Oracle 9i
Enterprise Edition Release 9.0.2.0. The choice of using Oracle database rather than
Microsoft Access is due to the fact that Oracle DBMS does provide better security
than Microsoft Access. A dissertation made by Norlina Ahmad Subki on the
comparative study of Microsoft Access and Oracle DBMS has proven that
compliance had been made by the professionals in the field of database that Oracle
DBMS is proven to be solid and stable rather than that of Microsoft Access6.
Moreover, Oracle database is compatible with many web programming languages
that enable easier data manipulation by end users without the need to know the exact
query structure.
Finally, the author quoted a statement by Richard Kolaczewski, the Chief
Financial Officer, at Master Lock Company, about the factor that made the company
choose Oracle in managing their business, "We have chosen Oracle as our standard
for applications, database, and development tools. Oracle solutions provide a
flexible, scalable systemthat enables us to implement common bestpractices across
the enterprise." —Richard Kolaczewski, ChiefFinancial Officer, Master Lock. By
using the Oracle technology in the company, Master Lock has cut two weeks from
its customer order time, reduced work in progress (WIP) by 70%, and saved 40% on
IT maintenance costs. And, according to Rick Kolaczewski, "the biggest benefits
have yet to be realized as the company continues to leverage the new technology."
2.1.3 Active Server Pages (ASP)
In managing the content of the web browser when embedding it with the
Oracle system, the author has chosen to use Active Server Pages (ASP) as the
scripting engine. An article from Alan Mendelevich, in the Web Reference Update
Newsletter which was appeared in the December 16, 1999, has given the reasons on
why people should use ASP in developing web application8. From research, the
author manages to find out 10 good reasons in proving to the public on the
advantages on using ASP. First would be the ease of use in ASP. ASP is just plain
HTML pages with ASP code embedded into the enclosed in <% and %> tags. Users
can just place ASP files into a directory on the server with scripting or execute
permissions and the ASPs are ready to run. Whenever users need to change
something, they may just have to edit the .asp files and that's it, their changes are
applied.
The second advantage would be the language independence that an ASP has.
ASP is a scripting engine enabling user to develop in virtually any language of their
choice. The two languages available by default are VBScript and JScript
(Microsoft's version of JavaScript). This enables the novice ASP developer to utilize
his or her previous programming experience. The third advantage would be short
learning curve for ASP users. As we have seen, users may use their current expertise
in some programming language or technology to jump into ASP in short time. Even
if they know only HTML, it will not be difficult for them to learn how to insert ASP
commands into the HTML files.
The fourth is that users can have tons of information by using ASP. There are
currently more than 150 sites listed in Open Directory's ASP category. This is more
than for any other server-side development engine or language. Lots of online
magazines will deliver new articles on ASP to users' mailbox on a weekly or even
daily basis. Next is that there are huge community of professional ASP developers
ready to answer users' questions in numerous ASP newsgroups and forums.
Next would be the low cost of ownership, which mainly applies to site
owner, not directly to the developer. Nowadays it's easier to find an NT
7
administrator and ASP developer than a UNIX guru. Users may think that as a
developer, this isn't a compelling reason to use ASP. However, low cost and
abundance of support is just one more reason users can give to their
employer/customer as to why they should do business withthem.
Using ASP also encourages extensibility, which means that there are
virtually no limits to what can be done with ASP. For example, there's no way to
send email using standard ASP functions but there are lots of components (both free
and commercial) enabling users to do this, as well as choosing the methods and
features users want to implement. Recent introduction of Java Server Pages - an
ASP style scripting language developed to work in conjunction with server-side
Java, shows that the approach is recognized as powerful by one of the biggest
Microsoft competitors, Sun Microsystems.
Hosting companies widely support ASP. A search on Hostlndex17 returned
889 matches for hosting companies supporting ASP with hosting prices starting
below $10. This is quite enough to find the host that meets all the needs for a
reasonable price and user will be able to switch hosting companies easily if their
current doesn't satisfy them.
Microsoft has two tools supporting ASP: their most popular WYSIWYG
editor - FrontPage and Visual InterDev. Other vendors have also implemented ASP
support into their products, including the popular HTML coding package HomeSite
from Allaire18. There's also scheduled support for ASP in upcoming versions of
otherwidely-used codebased editors, suchas HotDog Pro from Sausage Software .
Last but not least is that user can get a good job when being an expert on
ASP. This statement is strengthened whena search for ASP on high techjob search
engine dice.com stated that more than 10000 matches with average salary around
$70K9.
m
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2.1.4 The Importance of Equipment Tracking System
In managing a large work environment, technology plays an important role
to provide efficient and effective completion ofjob. Narrowing this down, the needs
to have equipment and tracking system in a plant is essential so that this system can
help operations personnel in organizing and planning their daily activities, as well as
improving productivity and to reduce equipment downtime. Moreover, the existence
of equipment and tracking system would benefit the operations management to
analyze the facilities and craft performances10.
Referring to a dissertation made by a group of students and lecturers in the
university of Arkansas and Mississippi State University, the ideal system of tracking
and positioning software is that it would allow authorized users to track equipment
real-time with little human intervention, as this would serve both major purposes-
service and efficiency11. This will also allow for increased automation and reduced
need for hands-on tracking and tracing.
Using a tracking system will also allow real time assessment of doing
auditing for any equipment or other hazard issues, thus it will provide states with
capability for early detection ofemerging hazards inthe future12. As a result, itwill
help a particular plant to run with none or nearly zero problems of related issues as
prevention had been made as fast as possible when using the system. The system
also provides many advantages to a plant when the Department Occupational Safety
and Health (DOSH) need to perform any spot check inspections, as the operations
management can track any problems that have not been resolved as fast as the could.
With an automated system tracking, it allows integrity and authentication to
be made, where the system allows tracking through secured access identifiers and a
password system13. For example, the system maintains product information and
order information in the database so that the operations personnel can track all the
information that is being created in order to have reviews with the suppliers and
vendors pertaining to the product.
Quoted from the Computerized Maintenance Management Software
(CMMS) solutions, with the tracking system, users can instantly submit requests and
assign requests to work orders. They can save time and money while providing
better maintenance response time14.
2.1.5 IN4TRACK+ : Information Tracking System
IN4TRACK+ is a PETRONAS Penapisan Melaka Sdn. Bhd PP(M)SB's
Information Tracking System, which enables active notifications and progress
tracking of PP(M)SB's corrective and preventive work processes with respect to
Health, Safety, Environment, Opportunity Losses, Audits and Other Monetary
PONCS. In4Track+ is an enhancement of the former In4Track system, which now
uses a web-based application and Oracle 9i platform, rather than the previous Lotus
Domino Designer platform15.
IN4TRACK+ is using similar platform of Oracle and ASP web application
like what the author intends to do, on which the system caters the necessity of
providing information for the entire plant. However, the system is very big and
includes the entire department in the whole refinery. So far, there is no system
tracking using web based as the interface and Oracle platform as the back end
existed in MCOT, thus this project is being made for MCOT in order to manage the






For developing the system software, the author has gone through some
phases and had planned to use an evolutionary development as a guideline in
completing the development of this project. Evolutionary development is based on
the idea of developing an initial implementation, exposing this to the user comment
and refining this through many versions until an adequate system has been
developed. Early versions of the system are presented to the customer and the
system is refined and enhanced based on customer feedback. The cycle continues
until development time runs out (we refer this to schedule constraint) or funding for
development runs out (i.e. resource constraint). Rather than having separate
specification, development and validation activities, these are carried out
concurrently with rapid feedback across these activities.
The author had chosen evolutionary development in making the project a
success due to the fact that the specification in evolutionary approach can be
developed incrementally. Software systems are often developed and implemented
based solely on detailed specifications and operational concept documents. Only
after the systems have been delivered do users realize that the systems are not what
they predicted. It is very difficult to determine the detailed preferences of customers
and exactly how a system will be used before it is placed before the users, especially
when potential users have a diverse set of tasks to perform. With this in mind, the
author believes that this is the right methodology to be used in developing the
system.
It is also often more effective than the waterfall approach in producing
system which meet the immediate needs of customers. Other than that, evolutionary
development is the best approach for small systems or medium-sized system. Below











16Reference: flap/d Development, Taming Wild Software Schedules, by Steve McConnell,
Microsoft Press, 1996.
Figure 3.1 a: EvolutionaryApproach
Referring to Figure 3.1 a,
o Software Concept
First and foremost, the author need to know the software concepts clearly in
order to get the whole idea on what will be done during the entire period of
development.
o Preliminary Requirements Analysis
Preliminary requirements of the system flow and the objectives of the
process are being explored by gathering all the data from the discussion and
meeting with client. At this time, client gives all the things needed to perform
the equipment tracking system. For examples, client had given a list of area
location and list of fields needed to be in the system. However, the
information given is parallel with the design of architecture in the system




o Design of Architecture and System Core
The system architecture and process flow is being generated after getting the
requirements and understanding all the needs from client. Many of the times
that this architecture has being changed due to the requirement changes.
o Develop a Version, Deliver the Version, Elicit Customer Feedback, and
Incorporate Customer Feedback
After having confirmation and agreement on the system architecture, then
only the project could be done by developing a version of the project,
delivering the version to the client, eliciting customer feedback and
incorporate the feedback before delivering the final version. These 4
processes are done concurrently until the customer is satisfied with the final
result. Therefore, during these steps, more time is required to perform the
tasks as it should being made until to the customer's satisfaction.
o Deliver Final Version
Delivering a final version will be made after the client is satisfied will all the
things that should be in the system. A validation is being made in order to
release the software to be used in reality.
All of these steps above can be summarized into Figure 3.1 b3, where the
evolutionary development is actually based on the idea of developing an initial
implementation, exposing this to user comment, and then refining this through many
versions until an adequate system has been developed. Rather than having separate
specification, development and validation activities, these activities are carried out
concurrently with rapid feedback across these activities, which is between the










Reference: Rapid Development, Taming Wild Software Schedules, by Steve McConnell, Microsoft
Press, 1996.
Figure 3.1 b: Evolutionary Development
3.2 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Figure 3.2 a depicts the process flow on the tasks that can be done in the
proposed system. Firstly, user will enter the system from the web application, and
then they may have to register or to log in their username and password to enter to
the system. These users are mainly from the E&I staffs, E&I supervisor and also the
administrator. After registering or logging into the system, they may choose on
whether to perform work order tracking or inventory tracking. Assessment on work
order tracking or equipment tracking can only be done by administrator or
supervisor being nominated to use the system. Thus, if the supervisor chooses to
perform assessment, the flow will continue to the confirmation of the assessment
being made and it will then be saved in the database. After performing the action,
the supervisor may choose to print the report that is available in the web application
or he can corrects any action being made before closing the task. This overall view
of process flow is just in the back end of the system, using Oracle Platform. The
reporting and email notification is being done for the ease of the communication
between the supervisor and the employees.
14
The part where the web browser took part will only be performed after this
system in Oracle Platform is being implemented. In the web application, every
employee in MCOT can view all the tracking performances and they can print the
needed reports of a particular task, without having to go to the E&I department. This




















Figure 3.2 b below is the overall view of the system architecture that will be













Figure 3.2 b: Architectures ofETS
3.3 USER REQUIREMENTS
3.3.1 Interfaces
On the preliminary and ongoing discussion of the project, both the client and the
author agree that:
o ETS will be utilizing 'click n play* user interface design, where a lot of
clicking and selecting from listed values will be implemented, rather than
getting users to key in all of the details, especially crucial data fields such
location, areas, area owners, vendors, categories and etc that decides the
direction ofthe log.
o However, inputs such as description of the incident, hardware or equipments
related to the task and such needs to be keyed in by users.
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o The 'look n feel' of ETS is being designed in a flexible, structured manner
for future references, updates and enhancement.
3.3.2 Report Generation
Based on conducted discussion, ETS will accommodate flexible structure, as the
following requirements:
o ETS will be able to provide trending report and tracking report, provides
statistical approach to monitor status ofeach equipment tracking.
o Every reports generated through ETS will be using Oracle Form report
template;
- To ensure every documents are in a standardized document format
especially printouts
- For easy references and documentation
3.3.3 Navigation
As standard design of web-based applications, ETS will be user ~ intuitive and
friendly where normal web users will have no difficulties in using the system and
minimal training to be done to familiarize end user with the system.
3.3.4 Communications
For communications, ETS will provide 2 means of communications;
o Notification mail
- ETS will send notification mail to end users that have PETRONAS
domain internet mail.
- Notification will contain any updates or task pending / created in ETS
for user perusal and further action.
o Feedback form
- Feedback form will be provided for users to leave any feedback or





1) Financial : Minimal developmental cost.
2) Manpower : Cooperation from client, supervisors and expert programmers
3) Information and Data : From Mr Mohamed Ridzuan Abdul Wahab, the
Electrical and Instrument supervisor in MCOT.
3.5 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Development Tools:
o Using Macromedia Dreamweaver MX as user interface designing tool
o This system will be designed as a web-based application and developed
using Oracle Forms Developer 9i:
- To enable inter-platform compatibility as it is deployed as web-based
application and needed only internet browser (available on most PC
in MCOT)
- Oracle scripts and queries are executed on server to improve response
time as well as improved security feature while reducing processing
load on user's pc.
o Database : Oracle 9i Enterprise Edition Release 9.0.2.0
- Oracle database is also proven solid and stable
- Able to handle security and data integrity efficiently for MCOT usage
- Centralized database and multi user environment supported.
- Oracle database is compatible with many web programming language
that enable easier data manipulation by end user without needing to
know the exact query structure.
All of the requirements had been discussed and the author had come across with a
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By using the methodologies in the previous section, the author had come out
with several results and achievements from this project. However, this project hasn't
been fully completed yet as the author is still in the process of satisfying the entire
client's requirements and information needed to accomplish this mission.
In making sure that this system meets user requirements, the author had been
studying the current system in MCOT and its structure thoroughly. The SAP system
used along the process is undeniably good and efficient for planning work orders.
However, after performing the work orders, then only the issue arises, due to human
imperfection in managing the work orders and inventory tracking manually. Thus,
when ETS is being implemented, it is believed that this system will definitely meet
client's objectives in performing better work in the future. This is due to the fact that
this project will eliminate all the insufficient paper-based as well as unorganized
work performs by the people in charged.
To support this statement, the author had conducted a survey of 35 people
who are directly or indirectly responsible with the E&I system work flow in
managing work orders and inventory tracking. From the survey, it shows that
majority of the workers do not keep track on the WO completion date before this,
they find SAP to be an effective way in planning the WO, they really find it hard to
track the work orders manually and they really find it hard to track the entire
inventory available in the department. From the survey too, majority of the workers
also believe that ETS system had helped them a lot in making their work easier in
managing the WO dateline and tracking the inventory systematically. Figure 4.1 a
show the type of questionnaires.
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Questionnaires of Efficiency of Completing Work Orders on Time &
the Ease of Tracking Inventory In E&I Department
Question 1
Do you always keep track on the WO completion date?
A) Ail the time B)Most of the Time C) Sometimes DjNotatAII
Question 2
Do you find SAP to be an effective way In planning the work order?
A)Absolutely 6) Maybe C) Sometimes D) Notai All
Question 3
Do you find it hard to track the work order in getting it done before the due date?
A) YesJt is hard B) Most of the time C) Sometimes D) Not at All
Question 4
Do you find It hard to track ai* the Inventory under the El&l department?
A) Yes, it is herd B) Most of the time C) Sometimes D) Not at All
Question 5
Do you think that ETS System had helped a lot in making your work easier
In managing the dateline of WO?
A)Absolutely 8}Yes C) Maybe D) Not at All
Question 6
Doyou think ITS had helped in tracking the entire inventory systematically than before?
A)Absolutely 8) Yes C) Maybe D)Mot at All
Figure 4.1 a: Example ofQuestionnaires Used/or Survey
4.1.1 Questionnaires Interpretations
The questionnaires above are used for surveys for the ETS system. Each and
every question asked are being analyzed and interpreted by the author for clearer
understanding on the purpose ofthe survey. Table 4.1.1 a interprets the questions
given to the people who are directly or indirectly responsible with the E&I system
work flow.
In question 1, majority of the users stated that they do not keep track on the
WO completion date. From the survey taken, they commented that due to many
other works, they couldn't track the date as frequent as possible. There are no any
alarms and reminders for them to be alert when the completion date is around the
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corner. However, 31% of the users do check and track the work orders completion
date most of the time, due to their awareness of the crucial thing that they had to do.
20% of the users always alert on the date completion, and the balance of 14% of
users only keep track the WO some times.
For question 2, a majority of 71% of users stated that SAP is an undeniably
an effective way to plan the work order. This is because through SAP, all the
planned work orders can be tracked and can be kept safely in the database. There
will be no data lost when using SAP. Only a few of the users think that SAP might
be an effective way to plan the work order, while none of them thinks that SAP is
not an effective system.
Question 3 of the surveys however, shows that a majority of 83% of the
users say that it is really hard to track the work order in getting it done before the
due date. As being told previously, they are not alert when the time of completion is
near. This is because, after the SAP system had planned the work order, it becomes
the responsibility of the people in charge to know the exact date of completion and
do the work efficiently. Human error always happen when they forgot to check the
schedule of work needed to be completed, and they only figured out their mistakes
when they received emails from the upper level management asking about the
completion ofthe work order.
In Question 4, the author found out that majority of 51% of users find it hard
to track the entire inventory under the E&I Department. This is because the entire
inventory listings are kept in a paper based files, and whenever the E&I team need to
revised on the acquired inventory, they need to go through one by one until they find
the wanted list.
In Question 5, many of the users stated that ETS System had really helped
them in making their work easier in managing the dateline of WO (86%). 3% of the
users still are not sure whether the ETS System does really bring benefits to the
department. This is a normal situation as the ETS System is still under development.
It is hope later that this system will help all the staffs to work efficiently and
diligently when the Hands-on of the system is being done.
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The last question showed that almost all of the users believed that ETS had
really helped in tracking the entire inventory, systematically than before. The
percentage of 91% strengthened the usefulness of ETS in having a good inventory
tracking.
Figure 4.1.1 a illustrates the results output from the survey, while Figure
4.1.1 b proves the result in a graph representation.
A B C D
Question 1 20 31 14 34
Question 2 71 11 17 0
Question 3 83 11 6 0
Question 4 51 14 23 11
Question 5 86 11 3 0
Question 6 91 9 0 0
Figure 4.1.1 a: Result Outputfrom Questionnaires of35people which is represented in %value
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4.1.2 User Acceptance Testing
As the ETS system is partially being developed, some of the function is
working. Thus, the author had shown to the client on the working part of the system
and along with that, the author had come out with a list of User Acceptance Test
Script for the client to check on the status of the system and whether all the
requirements meet the client's satisfaction. An example of the test script is shown as
in Figure 4.1.2 a. The client had done some testing continuously and there are some
functions which work well with the input, and there are still some fields which are
still malfunctioned, as both parties aware that this system is still under the ongoing
development.
EtrtJcnertTrocWng S)srem (ETS)AcoapianoeTest far EA Deportment
T«swr*tr» [ iOsHbim 1
Dm I IIDUwi 1
PitpOW
The oWrotheoflhisdieolfct Isttesl ml the ETS sysem tmcMialy jnd ts oontgurakn selling
nmrdln^irisperiEqirad tnmtJ* reqntanna! eoreemert
hstnjdcns
UEH-ftMditotastaatti gftie imc*«mino*iks3id ntoianhehtrtnMaipMadniiil aramiitrfj.
Fundi oi*Hs Test CrBirii
Approved Ey:







Response Trnetoloadlrftb1p3ae Lratiii 10 S«
HWa as comeotBd
felB OnlrffiSjatan Response 1Ire to
UserUjgn pcpup
LjBdsrflnomorethzi IDSeo









Inputslg tta lyshm EspM enter alilni




UKHgutte liMnut anyproMem onthehw
put to narao dso mm aataMiSB torn an input
•Mowm frith. lurch DMMl
Rqnrt Mileto pmttda nruSna SntMng repot
ttxJpbr. Smooth imfention aehout rrata ail/ lew
NditMmninS Aaaridna naUfc*ion m^l
Figure 4.1.2 a :An Example ofETS User Acceptance TestScript
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4.2 DISCUSSION
The author had been studying any current system about plant maintenance
and their structures. Looking at all the systems, the author found out some
similarities in 'IN4TRACK+' system which is implemented in PP(M)SB, thus, the
author had met with Mr Mohd Faizul Abdul Manap, the person in charged in
managing the system, in order to obtain any help if the author are having any
difficulties at certain part of the development. In addition, the author also met with
Mr Feizol Ahmad in order to learn more in configuring the connection between ASP
and Oracle. During the semester break, the author had used the time wisely in
learning Oracle and managing the connection between web based and Oracle from
these two executives ofthe PP(M)SB.
Prior to that, the author had also been studying on the Oracle Form Builder
and Oracle Report Developer thoroughly so that it will make an ease when
programming is to be performed. The study on the compatibility and dependability
ofusing Oracle Technology to be running on web browser has also been done, and it
is proven that Oracle platform is dependable on ASP browser, as it had been
accomplished by 'IN4TRACK+' system. Thus, the scope of the studies had
successfully been accomplished in doing this project.
The development of the ETS website as shown as in Figure 4.2 a represents
the ETS website main page. To link to the Oracle system, user may click at the logo
of ETS or the 'Enter' word. To generate reports, user can just click it at the 'Work
Order Tracking' or 'Datasheet Specs' sections at the menu bar, without having to
enter to the system. Users can also give feedback in the 'Feedback' form existed in
the web. If they do not know how to use the system, either by website or by ETS
Oracle System, they can just browse through the 'Quick Tour' Session for easy
navigation. On the other hand, the 'Search' function cater users for easy findings of
work orders or inventory listing that the acquired.
As overall, clients found that the reports section really satisfy all the people
who want to make some tracking and trending reports, as everyone in the whole
MCOT can use it, not like the ETS system where only specified members can enter
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ETS to do their jobs. The feedback form is also useful for the administrator to
enhance and do some corrections if any flaws present in the system. The search
function will make users to fasten their processing time of work when searching for
the needed items.
I http UkK&tttje&lcte asp
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Figure 4.2 a : ETS WebBased
By clicking to the right most logo to enter the system, user can then be directly
assessed to the ETS system, as being represented in Figure 4.2 b. The author had
also performed several pages that are needed in the system and it has being
confirmed in a validation sign off with the client. The pages are such as in Figure
4.2 c, 4.2 d, 4.2 e, 4.2f, 4.2 g and 4.2 h. As being shown, the author had managed to
use Oracle Form Builder in order to provide user with a system that can assist them
in tracking the equipment smoothly. From the stand alone system, the ETS is then
being webbed based, as shown as infigure 4.2 a previously. As time passes by, the
author is really confident in making all the forms being generated and linked to each
other at the final development of this project.
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Figure 4.2 b: ETS Main Page after Clicking Linkfrom the WebAccess
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Figure 4.2 d; Example ofList ofinput Datafrom Registration Page
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Figure 4.2 e: Example ofETS Log Registration Page
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Figure 4.2f; ETS Work Order Tracking Page
Figure 4.2 g; ETS Datasheet Specifications Page
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Figure 4.2 h: Inventory Tracking Page
After doing forms in Oracle Form Builder, then only the author can develop
miscellaneous reports usingOracle ReportDeveloper. An exampleof the output that
would be printed out by users is such as in Figure 4.2j. The report is generated via
web site such as in Figure 4.2 i.
J WoI/YnhoH*J/»fwojrMjJ_«i!sp _ jGo --• »
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Figure 4.2j: An Example ofReport Generation Page
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Work Order Tracking Form
Log Title Wslra^"» reinstate 1CGP Sy'steiri'
iSubject/Matter . doit I
Log No "" "0000002
LogDate " "01W20O6
Work Order No 91483819
Area AREA3 . location |:' W©sVLutbn§ Rew&er
Contractor/Vendor Wefs^WftBhU ~""~ " ~•-•—--"-- --.,.--—-
Delivery Period 1Week fEstimated Time Accomplished | 2O^APR-0S
Current Status BLOCKERS
Status comment Pending due to BlDGKefs
Figure 4.2 i: An Example ofResult Generatedfrom Oracle Report Developer
Apart from that, in creating the tables in the system database, the author had
searched in the internet and had found a very useful toolkit for Oracle in creating
tables. Thus, besides using SQL Plus, the author had also used a toolkit for Oracle
named TOra. Using TOra had made an ease for the author in creating tables more
efficiently and it is really time beneficial, especially for this short period of semester
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Figure 4.2 k: TOraprint screen
4.3 CHALLENGES OF IMPLEMENTATION
In order to implement this project, the author had come across to several
challenges that limit her to finished performing this development. One of the major
factors is that the client's distance from the author would probably had made this
project took longer time to complete than it is supposed to. The client is now
working in MCOT, while the author is performing this project in UTP. However, the
author had managed to tackle this issues by communicating with the client through
emails, phone and also meeting the client whenever the client is in a closer distance
from the author.
Apart from that, the author is now having problem in giving the ongoing
development progress physically to the client, especially when testing phases are to
be implemented. However, the author will eliminate this challenge in several more
weeks by installing the Oracle platform and the ETS server in the client's office.
From this, whenever new development is being done, it is easier for the client to





Wrapping up this research, the author can say that this research and analysis
of the project has been achieved after understanding the concept of the process
model in order to build a good system required by the client. Client requirements
should be achieved concurrently in every version being made in the system in order
to have satisfaction for both parties. Using the correct method in doing the project is
also a crucial part so as to maintain the timeline of the project development and so
that the project could be finished in a timely manner.
All of the study objectives have been reached when developing the ETS
system. From the survey conducted, it is proved that the system can assist worker in
tracking the work order smoothly. The report generator later had also proved that
trackingthe historyand records of the equipment should not be a problem anymore.
Thus, when both of these situations can be settled, the system had also achieved to
avoid any hindrance pertaining to the equipment in order to fasten the processing
time of work. The author is confident that later this project can help MCOT to be
running with zero shutdowns in the Rejuvenation Phase II.
Of all the user requirements, majority of the requests had been done by the
author. However the part where email notification is needed, is still not implemented
at the moment due to the difficulties in configuring the network in the university, as
well as that the author doesn't really has PETRONAS email. It is easier to configure
the email set up when the author has the email domain.
All of the literature review being made is essential and supportive in helping
the author to be confident when doing this system. It is hoped that later this research
would satisfied all the objectives and scope of studies, and could benefit the author
in preparing a good prototype and to come out with a helpful yet user-friendly
system for the client.
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5.2 RECOMMENDATION
As the author is doing a very crucial yet a real project for MCOT, the author
would suggest that all of the challenges listed above had to be eliminated, if not
being prevented so that this project would be finished according to the timeline of
tiie Final Year Project. For instance, in order for the author to really focused and had
a very clear understanding of this system as well as to have a good communication
with the client, the author had to really see the actual scenario that had resulted to
the problems in MCOT. Thus, one of the steps that the authorcould make is to go to
MCOT even it is far from the location where the author is in right now. It is hoped
that in the future the university can provide some financial support in order to make
such real project a success.
Other than that, in doing the notification email part, it is better for the author
to do it using the client account (PETRONET email), and then to test whether it is
working or not in the real situation because the system will be used only in MCOT,
thus makingthe authoreasier to configure all the networkconfiguration there.
Last but not least, the author believes that learning Oracle Form Developer
and Oracle Report Developer are very interesting yet it should be taught in the
university as to instill the motivation of the student in learning programming. Oracle
is really a very powerful yet compatible tool to be used in many other programs,
thus the author finds that it is good if all the students in the university can have the
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Defective Equipment Request for
Repair/Replacement






























Maintenance Descriptions Done Bv
Progress Report —ETS *
Questionnaires of Efficiency of Completing Work Orders on Time & the
Ease of Tracking Inventory in E&I Department
Question 1
Do you always keep track on the WO completion date?
A) All the time B)Most of the Time C) Sometimes D)Not at All
Question 2
Do you find SAP to be an effective way in planning the work order?
A) Absolutely B) Maybe C) Sometimes D) Not at All
Question 3
Do you find it hard to track the work order in getting it done before the due date?
A) Yes, it is hard B) Most of the time C) Sometimes D) Not at All
Question 4
Do you find it hard to track all the inventory under the E&I department?
A) Yes, it is hard B) Most of the time C) Sometimes D) Not at All
Question 5
Do you think that ETS System had helped a lot in making your work easier in managing
the dateline of WO?
A) Absolutely B) Yes C) Maybe D) Not at All
Question 6
Do you think ETS had helped in tracking the entire inventory systematically than before?
A) Absolutely B) Yes C) Maybe D)Not at All
MO Ridzuan BABD"
MAINTENANCE SU^ERVI^OR







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TRONAS CARIGALI SDN BHD (39275-U)
lolly-owned subsidiary of Pelronas
'RONASCARIGALI SDN BHD, SARAWAK OPERATIONS, PETRONAS CARIGALI BUILDING. JALAN SEKOUH, LUTONG. P.O. BOX 1452, 98008 MIRI, SARAWAK, MALAYSIA
TEL: 085-470000 TELEX: CAGALI MA 74074 TELEFAX: 085-475757
343, Lorong Setia 9,
Ayer Keroh Heights,
75450, Melaka 6th March 2006
Dear Miss Aerna Wani Ahmed,
Invitation to PETRONAS Carigali Sdn Bhd, Miri, Sarawak for Final Year Project of
EquipmentTracking System at MCOT
With reference to the above, I would like to invite you to PETRONAS Carigali Sdn Bhd in Miri, to
have a look on the current system used for equipment tracking at MCOT.
2. I am aware that you have proposed to build a database system for equipment tracking in
MCOT as an enhancement to the current system. Thus, I am glad to inform you that your help is
very much appreciated. For this, you are invited to have a look at the real existing situation in
MCOT and the reason why this system of yours is really beneficial to the plant personally and to
the company generally. Furthermore, the Rejuvenation Phase I! is on the move and thus you will
have the opportunity to have some idea of these Rejuvenation Phase.
3. The invitation period is from 17th March (Friday) until 20th March 2006 (Monday). Flight
tickets and accommodation will be borne by us.
Should you require more information, without hesitation, please call me before 13th March 2006.
Regards,
(Mohamed Ridzuan Abdul Wahab)
Electrical & Instrument Supervisor,

















































































































































































































,Ap r/3 Maintenance Control System (MCS) Guide
Support Services Maintenance (SSM)
Raise and Plan Work Order
Transaction Overview
BackgroundAny Material procurement activities must be accompanied by approved
' work order before the procurement action can be carried out
WhatThis procedure is used to raise and plan work order (WO) and outline the
necessary steps required to raise and plan a work order, prior to work order
approval.
Objective t , . „ ......
To ensure that all procurement activities are entered and planned on the MMM
system Work Order.
Roles
Materialsman / Material Planner, Asset Support Services
When




Create Order: Initial Screen
Create Support Services Maintenance : Central Header
Create Support Services Maintenance : Operation Overview
Create Support Services Maintenance : Component Allocation Operation
Create Support Services Maintenance :Component Detail Data
Create Support Services Maintenance : Central Header
Before SAP R/3 Session
Identify the functional location/equipment , priority of work and materials to be
procured.
Petronas Carigali Sdn Bhd Pagel
P R/3 Maintenance Control System (MCS) Guide
!NU PATH : Order >Create (genera!) oruse Transaction (IW31)
ate Order. Initial Screen
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3. Click the pulldown button
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Petronas Carigali Sdn Bhd
Screen : Equipment by
Technical ID number
EQUIPMENT BY TAG no.
• STEPS:
1. Type Equipment Technical
Identification number (TAG
No. or part of it {use wild card
search *)
E.g. BAPA-P801*
2. Click to Continue
Screen : Create Order
: Initial
1. Highlight the selected
Equipment
2. Confirm your selection.
Page3





1. Click ENTER to continue
Note:
Ensure the right equipment is selected in order to capture correct equipment historical
data.
Create SUPPORT SERVICES MAINTENANCE ; Central Header
pl '"H Q |Jt Operations |J£ Comoonentsl ^2. Coati 'sTofjl ip»--'-^





1. Typejobdescription short text.
Enter detailed description in
the Long Text field .
2. Enter the start and end date
Note:
The start date of the order is directly
linked to Material delivery date.
Always ensure that the start date
should be the expected material
delivery date.
3. Select PMAct type - MGM
4. The equipment is defaulted to
Surface Routine cost center.
To change the cost center do
the following
Menupath:
Headers -> Settlement Rule ->
Settlement Rule
5. Check the Planner Group
Page4
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Setilernentfule Edit Goto System s-^'i
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Maintain Settlement Ruie; Overview
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1. Enter the relevant rule :
• Category:
CTR for Cost-Center or
WBS for project no.(real)*
• Receiver:
cost-center code, project




• Settlement type : Per
* Statistical project must
be accompanied with
cost-center.
The cost-center must be






1. Enter statistical project no.
2. Click" back" to return to the
previous screen
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Maintain Settlement Rule: Overview
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Petronas Carigali Sdn Bhd
Screen : Create Order
type : Operation
Overview
1. Click "Back" to return to
Central Header screen
Screen : Create Order
type: Operation
Overview
1. Click "Operation" to go to
the Operation screen
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Create Support Services Maintenance "giiniiuX^uj.;..,
•ah^w t* jam short ttwimglnE Ifa-'iTsgTIih^r
"'* S"^0'tfe.rV',ces. Ma!'":^3n^e •Component Allocation Operator













• "ESVC" for external
Services
2. Click "Components" to







1. To select the material click
the pulldown menu
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Cieate Materia! Fai General Maintenance . Component Allocation Opera
l< 4 Ml A 0 3 £o Arallabflily [GBneraldata \Purcriasina data '
w l.rui w\p Ht. uC302s2 INS
Note:
One or more operations can be used to handle the job.
Oitlst " Edit GctD Component E^T.S Erpcnrr.ent £^l=:ri Hslp
af-jigiOOSl^QKffli O^©atSB
Display <Marena! For General Maintenance 9104955'!; Component Overvie
(2*j General data ^Purchasing dala"^ O
to [Component Descnpllon ___„„ jATlReamls qty [b~ llcfsJSLfJciPInt |Op
5«LL TOOLS i |MCH TOOLS,GEN gt 2 Pc.f. I £33E$.8!!?.
BB3B23090377 SKULL TOOLS I IWCH TOOLS,GEN 2 PC |N •333B 3613
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Once the material code is
selected , initiate procurement
action by filling up
1. Req. Qty
2. IC-ltem Category .







To enter details of the
Purchasing data
1. Select the component line
item
2. Click "Purchasing data"
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1. In the Purchasing Data
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CJ9 / B301 Plant
Valuation price













Create Support ServicesMaintenance Central Header
^9 P'a Operator &Component! J^Cosh. <S Additional data Sjj Objecls
,;3 tOBQSaBBQQGi ^[^ ^Order^a,~SSH i^'l NotifJfder
(]Drtte«t "jtest FOR PCSB
FMAcnypa ^m Materia!purchase ;_!#
Vs status ^CRTD £STC NTUP
teas ofresponsibility
MntP|Grr3^J0s"/^3B MCOTOFERSUPV
HnWkCtr rtHULTI / 0330 MCOTMulU-DisclpIlnaQ.
Dates /
Bsc start 29 10 2004











VALVE PRESSURE INDICATOR CONTROL
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2. BeforeSaving the Work
Order set the "User
Status" as AWAP.
3. Check the Maintenance
Planner Group and change
if needed. Address it to the
next party in charge.
4. Save the Work Order for
Supervisor's approval and
release.
END OF TRANSACTION
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